S PAC E
FRAME
TECHNOLOGY

...UNLIMITED
POSSIBILITES...

R. Buckminster Fuller

Costruct, a structural design and engineering
company, provides design and fabrication solutions
through space frame technology.

In the majority of cases the structures are
composed of a tubular steel framework enclosed as
required by a heavy duty tensioned PVC fabric.

The patented system offers a flexible range of options
for large clear span buildings, enclosures and roof
coverings.

The applications are only limited by the imagination of
the purchaser and we are constantly finding new ways
to take advantage of their remarkable flexibility.

Just some of the versatile applications to date:

The benefits offered by space frame technology are
numerous but the most important are:

• Aircraft Hangars
• Port Storage Facilities
• Sporting Complexes
• Warehousing
• Commercial & Retail Developments
• Exhibition & Event Facilities
• Waste Management Enclosures
• Historical Restoration Projects
• Roof coverings & Canopies
• Architectural Features
With over 20 years of service to industry and through
proven technology CoStruct has developed fast track
design and construction methods using pre-engineered
components from a variety of materials.
CoStruct steel frame buildings have been erected all
over the world with an excellent track record for
design, speed of construction and durability.

• Minimal Foundations
• Speed of Construction
• Modular in Design
• Easily Extended
• High Structural Integrity
• Ease of Transportation
• Large Clear Spans
• Low Cost per Square Metre
• Relocatable
• Low Maintenance Cost
• Excellent Natural Internal Light
• High Resale Value
In this brochure we can only show you a few examples
of the steelframe technology available through CoStruct
– if you feel that you have an idea to realise or a
problem that needs a viable solution please call us for
full information plus a free design and quotation.

SPACE FRAME TECHNOLOGY

FOUNDATIONS

Space Frame technology has been used extensively
in large span construction for some 50 years as they can
offer a number of advantages in terms of cost, flexibility
and speed of fabrication and erection.
With advances in technology and manufacturing the
use of space frames in construction is growing in
popularity. It is now possible to make an ‘Architects
Dream’ a reality through three dimensional designs.
Using CoStruct’s patented spherical joint it is possible to
easily realise almost any profile and surface.
Space frames are made up from a series of poles
connected through joints which together offer great
resistance to external forces. As loads applied are
distributed throughout all the components this enables
a lighter weight structure, reduced steel content and
thus a lower cost.
Should one of the components become damaged this
does not cause the whole structure to yield as the
loads are redistributed to other poles to compensate
for the loss.

Space frame structures only apply nominal loads to
the ground and therefore in the majority of cases are
capable of being anchored to an existing concrete
base. This arrangement is possible subject to a site
survey and confirmation of the ground conditions.
Should foundations be required their size varies
depending on the dimensions of the building and the
proposed duration on site. Generally a structure can be
fixed to a concrete or steel ring beam cast either
below or above the surface. In certain circumstances
where the building is only required on a temporary
basis ground anchors can be employed.
The provision of the foundations and slab is normally the
responsibility of the client however CoStruct can advise
on the dimensions for the ring beam and or act as the
main contractor and procure all necessary works.
The low weight and strength of space frame structures
means that they are very resistent to any seismic
activity.

CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN
At CoStruct every structure is unique. We discuss the
brief and objectives with the client and produce a
design tailored to meet their every need and budget.
The initial proposal will be prepared for discussion and
thereafter we liase closely with all parties involved to
ensure a satisfactory solution is reached in the shortest
possible timescale.
Our design team use the ‘finite element method’ to
perform the required calculations and the latest
version of CAD for the production of drawings.
All calculations meet or exceed the requirements of
British Standards and or European equivalent.

FABRICATION & DELIVERY
In general the structures are manufactured from
rolled hollow steel tubes and nodes in a weight and
specification to be determined by our computer
model.
With the uniformity of the components fabrication can
be carried out in a short period of time via just two
production lines. High quality and accuracy is
guaranteed by using the latest laser cutting and
robotic welding techniques.
All steelwork will have a hot dipped galvanised finish
to give optimum corrosion protection and offers a
guaranteed life of 30 years. Galvanising is carried out
after all fabrication, drilling etc is complete and great
care is taken when packaging for transportation.
The various components will be clearly labelled prior
to transportation and if required can be easily and
efficiently loaded into standard ISO containers for
shipping overseas.

One of the key advantages of CoStruct buildings is
their speed and low cost of erection. Following
delivery of the steel to site erection of the structure is
normally carried out within a matter of weeks by a
skilled crew using mobile platforms and crane.
The construction procedure starts by securing the
baseplates to the ring beam through a series of chemical
anchors. Once in place the steel poles and nodes are
assembled to form a self supporting arch. Thereafter
consecutive components are bolted together to
complete the framework. If specified personnel doors
will be installed prior to placing the cover.
Where a cover is required this will be lowered on to
the crown of the structure unfurled and tied back to
the steel with elastic rope. The cover can then be fixed
to the ground and finished at the various openings.

LIGHTING & GENERAL POWER
Most CoStruct buildings are provided with a white
cover which gives excellent daylight working conditions
internally.
In addition we can design and install a lighting and
electrical system designed to meet your operational
needs. Various options are available to include metal
halide Hi-Bay luminaires, auxillary & emergency lights,
illuminated exit signs, fire alarm to BS 5839, lightning
protection and various voltage sockets.
All electrical work will be undertaken in accordance
with IEE Regulations.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• Dehumidification
• Ventilation
• Heating
• Specialist Doors

COSTRUCT STEEL FRAME TECHNOLOGY
CoStruct has developed a patented system whereby an
incredibly strong reticular framework can be easily constructed
from a series of joints and poles to realise almost any profile
and surface. Through this technology we can create a wide
range of different geometeries such as domes, spheres,
cylinders and flat structures with spans up to 80 metres.

DESIGN AND MATERIALS
All structures are designed and manufactured in
accordance with British Standards and codes of practice
listed below and or their European equivalent:
BS 5950: 1:2000: Structural Use of Steelwork in Building.
BS 5950: 2:2001: Code of Practice for Design, Rolled and
Welded Sections..
BS 5950: 7:1998: Code of Practice for Design of Cold
Formed Thin Gauge Sections.
BS 5950: 5:1992: Specification for Materials and
Workmanship: Cold Formed Sections.
BS EN 10147: Continuously Hot Dip Zinc Coated Structural
Steel Sheet and Strip. Technical Delivery
Conditions.
BS EN 10219-1: Cold Formed Welded Structural Sections of
Non Alloy Fine Grain Steels, Technical Delivery
Requirement.
BS EN 10219-2: Cold Formed Welded Structural Sections
of Non Alloy Fine Grain Steels, Tolerances
Dimensions and Sectional Properties.
BS 6399: Part 1 1996 Code of Practice for Dead and
Imposed Loads.
BS 6399: Part 2 1997 Code of Practice for Wind Loads.
BS 6399: Part 3 1998 Code of Practice for Imposed Roof Loads.
By adhering closely to the above criteria and ensuring high
standards of manufacturing are employed CoStruct produce
a structure with a life expectancy of more than 30 years.

CLADDING OPTIONS
In general CoStruct buildings are clad with a durable PVC
coated polyester fabric in a weight from 720 to 900g/m2 or
more. The standard material is fire retardant and autoextinguishing and is available in a wide range of colours. We
would recommend that all buildings have a white or
translucent roof as this gives excellent daylight working
conditions saving on the need for artificial light. On the other
extreme a ‘black-out’ fabric can be provided to keep the
interior in complete darkness.
It also has an anti-fungicidal coating and is manufactured with
a filter to protect it against ultra violet degradation. After a
number of years the fabric can be easily cleaned with a
pressure washing system. All fabric comes with a
manufacturers 10 year guarantee however it’s life is expected
to be more than 20.
The structures are designed to allow an internal cover to be
suspended from the joints. This may be desirous if an
improved level of insulation is required plus from an aesthetic
point of view the internal cover conceals the steelwork and or
can be used as a projection surface.
As an alternative to a fabric covering the steel framework can
be enclosed using a wide range of conventional materials. A
composite cladding panel incorporating insulation is just one
possibility to provide both thermal and acoustic protection.
Glazing panels can also be provided to give natural light into
the building. If the structure is provided as a roof covering,
canopy or atrium the steel can be covered with toughened
glass or pre-formed acrylic panels.

DOORS
CoStruct can install a wide range of door options to meet
the operation of the building. Personnel and fire doors will
always be provided in accordance with building regulation
requirements.
Standard options are:
• Personnel Doors
The doors will have dimensions of 2100 x 1200mm and are
made up of a steel framework and composite door panel all
of which are galvanised and painted. Glazing panels are
optional.
• Roller Shutter Doors
The roller shutter doors are availible in a wide range of sizes.
The doors are made up of a galvanised steel frame and
shutter with a painted finish. They can be either manually
or electrically operated.
• Hangar Doors
We can provide either a set of sliding or vertical lifting doors
for aircraft.
A set of conventional sliding doors can be integrated into the
design of the structure and clad in steel or the same fabric as
the building. An electrically operated roller shutter door is
placed centrally for the tail of the aircraft.
The vertical lifting door ‘Megadoor’ can be suspended from
the main structure which has the advantage of not requiring
ground tracks and a stacking area for the doors to the side of
the hangar.

ARCHITECTURAL

UNIVERSITY
of BOLOGNA
Aula Magna
building restoration

The inclusion and integration of space
frames into modern building design is
becoming increasingly popular not
only for structural purposes but for
aesthetics too.
CoStruct’s incredibly versatile system
enables exciting and innovative
designs to be created in a variety of
profiles. The patented spherical joint
enables almost any three dimensional
shape to be achieved to include
spheres, hemispheres and cupolas.
Architects are always striving to meet the challenge so succinctly set by the visionary and designer
of some of the first geodesic structures. The principles of CoStruct’s space frames combined with
lightweight skins represent the current state-of-the-art in structural efficiency.
Both for new buildings and working with existing structures the system offers unparalleled
opportunities for spatial enclosures with structural elegance.
As a roof covering, providing considerable savings in
weight and with very large spans possible, CoStruct
has often been chosen as part of a refurbishment or
indeed a new build. With the restoration of historic
buildings the combination between old and new can
give a desirable and dramatic effect.
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15m x 13m roof covering to school building. External and internal view

13m x 64m roof between two industrial buildings

Steel frame support to glass closing

110m x 3m covered walkway to justice building

AVIATION
Levels of air
transport
are
increasing year on
year leading to a
number of new regional
airports being developed
alongside expansion of the
existing. A change in operators
requirements
can
happen
overnight with the demand for
hangar space ever increasing. CoStruct
offers a viable solution to the industry
where additional covered space may be
required, with a short lead time, either as
a permanent facility or just as a temporary
hangar during redevelopment. It is also
possible to use the system as a cost effective
means of extending an existing building to
accommodate some of the larger aircraft in the
skies today. A hangar from CoStruct can usually be
fully operational in less than three months from
order being anchored directly to the existing apron.
If the hangar is provided as a short to medium term
solution the building is capable of being relocated or
sold on to a third party.
The geodetic steel and fabric design is available in
spans up to 80 metres and provides an excellent
internal working environment. The structure is capable
of supporting roof mounted equipment such as
overhead cranes with a capacity in excess of five
tonnes. CoStruct will work on a turnkey basis and coordinate the clients civil, electrical and mechanical
requirements in accordance with CAA regulations.
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The hangar can be accessed through either
a set of sliding doors or the vertical lifting
‘Megadoor’. The ‘Megadoor’ can be
supported by the structure negating the
need for a ground track and adjacent
stacking space.

Dimensions:
45m span x 43 m deep x 14,5m high
Covered area:
2010sq. metres
Foundation:
203mm x 203mm u.c. steel rign beam
Structure:
Geodesic double layer galvanised steel space frame
Cover:
850gsm PVC nylon coated fabric (Colour grey)
Hangar door:
32,9m vertical lifting Megadoor in 3 sections
Lighting:
High bay sodium lighting to 700 Lux
Fire alarms:
21No smoke sensors & 4 electronic sounders
Earthing/Bonding: 24No vertical rod terminals

The Easyjet hangar has subsequently been modified to accommodate
the larger Boeing 737/800 aircraft. This was easily achieved by repositioning
a number of steel members and adding additional fabric sections to the ‘Megadoor’.

In 2006, after six years from the installation,
the hangar has been dismantled and put in storage

Then, two years later, the hangar has been RELOCATED
to Oxford Airport.The steel structure has been increased
in lenght to 49.50m, the cover replaced with a blu one
as well as the Megadoor fabric.

The hangar erected in Scandinavia has been designed
to resist extremes of temperature of below minus 15
degrees C and to withstand high wind and snow loads

30x50 m Helicopter Hangar installed in Lagos - Nigeria

A hangar was required at
short notice by Loganair for
their fleet of aircraft during
construction of a purpose
built maintenance facility and
administration building. The
37m x 25m structure at
Glasgow airport was bolted
directly to the apron and
provided with a cover in
white which offers daylight
working conditions internally
boosted to 500 lux through
high bay sodium lighting.
The hangar has since been
dismantled and sold to on to
another airline operator.

ROOFS & CANOPIES

32m x 17m
entrance canopy
for Headquarters
building. The structure
was glazed with hemispherical
transparent acrylic panels

36m diameter circular roof cover to Hydro pumping
station with insulated steel panels

23m x 10m atrium roof to shopping centre glazed in acrylic
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34m x 17m roof covering to school gymnasium.
Vertical glazing panels were provided under the roof
with the steelwork extending beyond the building line

32m x 14m Cantilever grandstand roof retained by six vertical
reinforced concrete pillars

For shade and shelter, space frame structures with
lightweight skins offer real opportunities for dramatic
forms with minimal ground contact and foundation
footprint. The elegant geometry of a 3-dimmensional
grid can be adapted to almost any plan form, with
support points located to suit the organisational
programme or groundscape.
Domes, vaults, flat and inclined planes can be used
individually or in combination. Modern cladding
materials compliment the lightness of the structure.
The effects of daylight and sunlight within the
enclosed space can be controlled with opaque or
translucent coverings. The modular nature of the
structure is ideally suited to the use of pre-fabricated
rooflight components and cladding panels.

Canopy (sun shade) to Renault showroom

110m x 3m covered
walkway to justice
buildings enclosed with
hemispherical acrylic
glazing panels

30m x 15m roof covering to International food wholesale market.
The structure was assembled at ground level and raised onto the
supporting columns.
26m x 16m roof covering to church with insulated steel
cladding. The photograph illustrates how the joints carry the
purlins so that loads are not applied directly to the tubes

SPORT & LEISURE

CoStruct buildings are particularly
suitable for a wide range of sporting
and leisure activities. The ability to
cover a very large space with high roof
clearance and no internal columns provides
indoor facilities for year round use.
The translucent roof gives excellent natural light
without glare for any type of sport and open sides
can be incorporated to allow for natural ventilation in
the summer months. Year round occupation is possible
and it is said to be ‘like playing in the open yet protected
from the elements.’

In comparison to air inflated structures CoStruct buildings offer
minimal running costs and almost zero maintenance. CoStruct can
quickly design and build a versatile enclosure for short to medium
term events be they used for hospitality and a range of other
activities as well as their primary function

72m x 36m structure enclosing four tennis courts side by side
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Optional glazed side walls can be ope
ened in summer months

40m x 40m multi sports hall with
removable screens to separate activity areas

44m x 37m structure laid out as two tennis courts or for five a side football
An effective heating system provides also cooling and ventilation in summer

37m x 37m twin tennis
court building
Overhead heating and
cooling system

37m x 76m structure
housing a basketball
court and a football court
with stand included.

Swimming pool building with transparent cover

20m diameter changing room block to swimming pool complex

EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

The striking appearance and practical
design of CoStruct buildings lend
themselves to highly creative conceptual
designs for events and exhibitions. The
applications range from conference and exhibition
facilities, trade shows, product launches, party
venues, television/film studios and spectacular
displays. CoStruct provide an alternative temporary
venue to rival many permanent options.

We are always ready to work with designers to produce a
structure that is both efficient yet exciting and can provide a wide
range of imaginative and attractive interiors and exteriors. Corporate
logos and graphics can be applied to give the structure added visibility
with the PVC cover being available in a wide range of colours. The steel
structure can easily be rigged for light and wired for sound.
CoStruct buildings can be quickly erected without the need for foundations
and are easily transported between venues for touring events.

Over 2500 square metres of covered space for new car launch
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CoStruct supplied a 12.5m sphere for the
launch of a concept car from Ford. The car
was suspended internally by the structure
enabling visitors to get a 360-degree view.

A series of geodesic
domes of 27.5m, 20m &
15m were constructed as
a training centre for
Mercury Communications.
The lecture theatre,
reception and catering
facilities were linked by
covered walkways.
Transparent glazing
panels were provided to
let in natural daylight.
A 20m air-conditioned
geodesic dome was used by
Neste to tour 8 major
European cities. The steel
structure, cover and flooring
were erected by a crew of
eleven in one day.

32.5m dome used as a reveal for truck launch

10m diameter globe supplied for the VE Day celebrations in Hyde
Park. The cover was decorated with flowers to show the countries
of the world

15m diameter clear globe floated on a barge on the River Thames

27.5m dome. The hand painted cover has been suspended from the steelwork

Relocatable sales / exhibition unit

ENVIRONMENT

Space frame structures are light,
strong and long lasting. With a
full galvanizing protection and an
appropriate painting, where
required, they can guarantee a
corrosion strength for many
decades.
These properties combined with
a great flexibility to realize any
type of shape and typology
make them quite suitable to
realize coverings and enclosures
for environmental applications.
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Waste treatment tank covering.
m 15x35 – Forli.

BRITISH NUCLEAR GROUP
Nuclear Power Station in Scotland
A radioactive glazed tower has been
enclosed by a space frame covering
during its dismantling

Clarifiers Streams Covers - STW Stensham, UK
Dimension: m(20x38.5x7.5) + m(20x58.5x7.5)
The site was not accessible for plant or mobile crane so the structure has been
installed in sections, sliding on rails installed on purpose.

Modular space frame structures are
particularly suitable to realize greenhouses
of great extension.

Greenhouses are often combined with solar panels.
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